Breed Insights

Breed Detected in LUKE’s Genetic Profile

Chow Chow – Level 2

Distinguishing Characteristics:
- Black Purple Tongue
- Stubborn, One Person Dog
- Tail held over the body
- Tendency to Snap or Bite
- Can be white, fawn, red, blue, or black

Collie – Level 4

Distinguishing Characteristics:
- Excellent Family Dog
- Protective of Children
- Almond Shaped Eyes
- Long Muzzle
- Can be white, blue merle or tricolor

Afghan Hound – Level 3

Distinguishing Characteristics:
- Independent
- Breed for guarding flocks
- Long Body
- Elegant & dignified movement
- Can be any color

Pembroke Welsh Corgi – Level 4

Distinguishing Characteristics:
- Breed for Cattle Driving
- Tends to nip at heels
- Great Staminia
- Long Body
- Can be white, fawn, red or black & tan

Owner’s Observations

Luke likes to run in circles and will snap at heels to direct you, characteristic of a Collie or Corgi. He will only associate with his owners, similar to the ChowChow’s singular affection.

A mixed breed dog may not be easily recognized by the breeds revealed through DNA testing. Given the current state of knowledge of dog genomics, one cannot predict how genes from multiple breeds will interact to produce the characteristics seen in your dog. However, once the contributing breeds are detected, you can see how those characteristics carry through to makeup your mixed breed dog.